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TRP on a girls bookcase..
October 12, 2019 | 162 upvotes | by 13doubleo

I was at a colleague's birthday last night and I was trying to pull one of his friends from high school (she's
24). She's a solid 8, seemed really into me, at the end of the night she invited a few people over back to
her apartment. I went, we kept drinking at hers and she was basically eye fucking me, grabbed my arm
and pulled my into her room. We're making out on her bed, clothes are coming off, she's smiling and
shaking and then she just pushes me off her, gets dressed and says 'not tonight' and just leaves me alone in
her bedroom. I'm confused as fuck, she went from hot to cold in a fkn minute.
Now I'm alone in her room and I decide to have a bit of snoop to maybe deduct whether she's worth
pursuing or I should drop her and I'm looking through her bookcase and she's got the rational male AND
the manipulated man on there. It really caught me off guard and now I don't know whether to get her in
bed or back away. Is it a good or a bad sign that she had these books?? Like would you take it to mean
that she understands the red pill and agrees with it or is using it to 'get ahead' the men that she dates? Any
advice would be greatly appreciated.
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Comments

[deleted] • 102 points • 12 October, 2019 09:31 AM 

I would not waste much time on this chick. Give her one more chance, escalate as soon as possible and if she
pulls this shit again, hard next.

juliank47 • 26 points • 12 October, 2019 02:44 PM 

Fuck that. Play her good, get her hot and ready for sex and then leave her there. Make that bitch submit.

[deleted] • 21 points • 12 October, 2019 02:49 PM 

Why not put that same energy in another chick then and fuck?

bakamoney • 11 points • 12 October, 2019 04:19 PM 

Then submit a field report for free karma.

Ivabighairy1 • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 09:02 PM 

Da fuq I just read? Abundance. If you have it you move on. If you don’t you keep orbiting. NEXT!

EspressoCappuccino • 73 points • 12 October, 2019 09:42 AM 

Lol what. One thing is certain, women will use sex for power dynamics. She controls the sex and she controls
you.

13doubleo 1 points 12 October, 2019 09:49 AM [recovered]  

so do you think she's got these books to learn how to use sex to control men better? honestly I've never
encountered a girl who knew about this shit, much less had paid money for trp books, I just don't know what
it means

EspressoCappuccino • 36 points • 12 October, 2019 09:51 AM 

Women learn about men, men learn about women. I wouldn't pursue her again

twoj04 1 points 12 October, 2019 12:30 PM [recovered]  

There's a red pill women subreddit

13doubleo 1 points 12 October, 2019 12:58 PM [recovered]  

I've looked through the red pill women's sub and they're all about traditionalism to score an alpha,
this chick didn't give off that vibe at all, she's all career driven, refused to let me pay for any of her
drinks, didn't give me any of the classical shit tests... Maybe I'm overthinking this by thinking she's
studied the red pill and now is using that to manipulate men idk

endertheend • -10 points • 12 October, 2019 02:10 PM 

Your one itis is showing.

After reading your posts in this thread, it seems that youre not ready for trp yet. You are WAAAY
too focused on this chick, and Pussy in general.

A few things I'd suggest:
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Spend more time working on your self, especially lifting and diet.

Get a few plates, maybe around 5-6 level. If you can catch the eye of an 8, you can spin a few
plates at 5-6 level. This will give you the experience to go with the theory, then you can see
yourself getting needy, even in this thread.

After that, take a month and get MORE plates then you can handle like around 5-6, why? so that
you can immerse yourself in what it means to have abundance. THEN, get back to working on
yourself more. as you improve yourself youll have that experience of being high smv to a woman,
and know what to do easily when a girls pulls this on you. . .in fact, this kind of situation will
most likely stop happening.

13doubleo 1 points 12 October, 2019 02:41 PM [recovered]  

5-6... fuck who has time for that??

I like this because it feels like a challenge. Like if I can get her to submit to me it'll feel so
much better than all those easy lays I've had.

HangsHeKing • 5 points • 12 October, 2019 03:13 PM 

That's probably what she wants you to do so that she can keep stringing you along. I
would bail on this one before you get metoo'd.

Ill_mumble_that[�] • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 05:48 PM 

Unless shes a gymnast or a contortionist, the pussy will feel the same as any other 8/10
girl.

Imo I'd have some fun with this one while still banging other chicks.

Now that you know her secret, it's easy. Play on it and take her to the edge over and over
and then deny her. Buy her a chastity belt and make her wear it while you hold the key.
She will submit. Hard. Make her suck your dick often but never fuck her or let her orgasm.
Just keep edging her. She will beg for it. Dont give it to her.

It's a lot of fun to find a girl like this. And when you get bored you can just start
assfucking her and leave.

Warning: shes obviously fucked in the head. So keep that in mind and do not let yourself
get attached to this disposable girl.

13doubleo 1 points 13 October, 2019 02:49 AM [recovered]  

Damn this sounds great in theory, but honestly I'm not strong enough to back off if
some girl is begging to fuck me. Especially if I haven't fucked her before. I think this
is a dangerous game to play with her because she's obviously practiced this before

Ill_mumble_that[�] • 1 point • 17 October, 2019 10:54 AM 

Learn to enjoy blowjobs. They can often be better than pussy and there is an
undeniable dominance factor to having a girl give you them and not reciprocating
anything.

selfawareblue • 0 points • 12 October, 2019 03:02 PM 

I like this way of implementing TRP knowledge a LOT. Not gonna be able to do it now that
I’m married but fuck, man. Brilliant way to do it.
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endertheend • 5 points • 12 October, 2019 01:56 PM* 

Yes.

go with your gut over your dick more.

Not worth pursuing.

continue increasing your smv so that you can attract better women that will SERVE YOU, instead of you
trying to magic your way into her bed.

Better said, if she(or any other woman) isnt crazy about you, youre not the guy that she CAN be crazy
about. . .YET.

Spend more time on yourself than worrying about her(or any other woman).

There's a reason why so many women like older men. USUALLY, you could learn a thing or two. .
.ALSO

You aren't plating enough women.

If you were, you wouldn't care either way, you'd just call someone else, and go bang at their place. . .that
night. Hell, back when I did pua, I got to the point where I didnt put up with anything more than token
lmr, if she did, I just figured my smv wasnt high enough for her and at times just texted someone else
while I was getting ready to leave.

Now if you had 2 or three plates you were spinning, would you care if this chick had trp tatooed on he
ass and knew all the tenets and recited them daily? no, no you wouldn't. The act of not caring. . .I dont
mean fake not caring, I mean TRULY not caring, usually cuts through all the B.S. women throw at you.
But, you gotta put in the work to get to that point.(lift)

deathhandmachiavelli • 10 points • 12 October, 2019 01:52 PM* 

Lol what. One thing is certain, women will use sex for power dynamics. She controls the sex and she
controls you.

This happens a lot in LTRs.

The way to flip it is having her know that if she doesn't give it to you, there are plenty of others who will.

Not with words, but with actions. No empty threats, and no efforts made to let her know, it will happen on its
own. Just go out there are fuck some dimes.

If a girl tries to use sex to control you, then its fair game, and see her antics stop real quick.

Problem is, most men can't do this.

PhaedrusHunt • 2 points • 12 October, 2019 05:24 PM 

Yeah Patrice said just go off to the store in your top hat and tails, she'll perk right the fuck up. I get a lot
of female attention and my wife knows it. She's had some actual physical issues but other than that it's
sex basically whenever I want it time permitted. She's always good for a five minute romp. I actually set
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a timer sometimes lol

Terdmuffin • 37 points • 12 October, 2019 12:51 PM 

Just because she has read those books or "understands the red pill" doesn't mean she's immune to any of it. The
things that make you attractive still make you attractive. If you're interested then just pursue her acting like you
never saw the books, but keep it in mind if she starts shit testing you.

unnaturalcontrol • 8 points • 12 October, 2019 02:20 PM 

Weirdly enough my own mother has read the books and she still swears they work on her. You’re correct.

Just because she read them doesn’t mean she’s immune

13doubleo 1 points 12 October, 2019 01:18 PM [recovered]  

I feel like by seeing the books I've got the advantage that she was hoping to use on me. My brain is mapping
this out like a challenge and I think I will keep pursuing her because now I want to win

[deleted] • 15 points • 12 October, 2019 02:54 PM 

I will keep pursuing her because now I want to win

Damn, this chick is playing you so well and you don't even realize.

Terdmuffin • 9 points • 12 October, 2019 01:23 PM 

You have the playbook so use the plays. You don't even know if she's read the books, and even if she has
what's the difference?

second-last-mohican • 0 points • 12 October, 2019 03:09 PM 

Also reading and learning are different, she probably scoffed the whole way through at how stupid
men are. *** plot twist ** she's a he? he read those books pre transition, hence the cutting it short and
blue balling him, OP she has a penis!!!

MakoShark93 • 1 point • 13 October, 2019 04:22 AM 

���

BurnoTaurus • 20 points • 12 October, 2019 01:03 PM 

She's aware of TRP so she's going to throw even harder shittests at you. On the one hand she wants to really see
if youre an alpha male, but on the other she's pushing it to such an extreme that it has the opposite effect.

you know that "to love me is to accept me at my worst" or whatever the fuck, that women have been using since
the time the phrase was conceived? A lot of women, being stupid, misinterpret this to mean "the truest love is
when Im an absolutely insufferable cunt and he still puts up with me"

Women, collectively, are engaged in hysterical questioning. They keep asking more and more of the patriarchy,
(the powers that be) trying to define the rules of this new reality we live in. They keep testing for boundaries
and, finding none (no proper men to put them in their place) they just push the envelope ever further.

She wants to be a real woman, hates what she is doing, has a fuckton of culturally inposed denialisms to help
prop up her perception that she is doing "great" as a "liberated woman" and therefore she engages in crazierand
crazier behaviour, essentially trying to shock the masculine forces in the world into waking up and finally giving
her a good slap across the faceand a ticket back to her place.
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13doubleo 1 points 12 October, 2019 01:17 PM [recovered]  

I 100% agree with you.

I don't know if this is immature thinking on my behalf, but now this has gotten in my head and I feel like
she's feeling all smug about how last night went down. This has made me wanna play her so hard, so I can be
that masculine force that puts her back in her place.

I don't know if I'm thinking rationally and whether this is even worth putting the energy in or if this is just
my ego talking and I'd make a better point just ghosting her.

BurnoTaurus • -5 points • 12 October, 2019 01:31 PM 

Oh yeah, you felt like you were gonna smash for sure, and then, knowledge of the others knowledge, you
find out that the whole time, she knew you thought you were gonna smash and it was all just a ploy...

On the one hand, I dont actually believe women are intelligient or capable enough to really plan
something like that out all the way from the beginning. So alot of the rationalizing we do after the fact.

Your ego is the part of you thinking "oh man I just got played"

Because heres the other side, when you consider that shemay have been just as down to smash but this
was how her LMR expressed itself. It was extreme, things got hot and heavy and she couldnt deal. she
saw herself as "reverting to frail womanhood" and the liberal conditioning kicked in "omg Im not going
to be this powerless woman who's weak to her sexual desires, cant control herself before a man"

Thats moreso the unconscious process. She wont think about it in such complicated terms.

If she has identified you as a redpill man using redpill tactics, the cultural incentive is that TRP is bad,
supports toxic masculinity. In her head this may have somehow been a weird victory for feminism...

I honestly think you should call her out on her behaviour. "wow you must have really felt insecure to pull
a power move like that in bed"

My ego would probably attempt to reframe it, reversing the original knowledge of the others knowledge.
now the scenario becomes you being aware of what she was doing, and choosing not to pursue
afterwards, not because her power move worked, but because her power move had the effect of revealing
to you how fragile and insecure she was. Which would have been fine, if she were comfortable enough
with herself to show it instead of freaking out and pulling a move like that.

She's scared of the big bad red pill men out there and has to protect herself and be a strong woman, while
simultaneously only being able to truly enjoy sex wherein she forfeits that "strength" and resumes her
natural role.

endertheend • 7 points • 12 October, 2019 01:56 PM 

calling her out is a waste of time. Men shouldnt be wasting their time. stop giving bad advice.

BurnoTaurus • 2 points • 12 October, 2019 09:20 PM 

Define wasting your time? Calling her out offers infinite amusement, it puts you in the dominant
position and done properly can even result in you correcting the bitch and her ridiculous conduct.

I suppose you just vet for perfect women and dump them and move on the moment theres the
slightest bit of trouble. this bitch pulled some nuclear shit. Addressing it correctly disincentivizes
her from pulling that shit again because, she likely has done this to other guys and its worked.
she'll keep pushing the envelope and seeing how crazy she can get until someone puts her in her
place.

Kind of like feminism as a whole. I suppose men shouldnt waste their time with that problem
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either? just move on? excellent advice

endertheend • 1 point • 13 October, 2019 01:03 AM 

Wasting Time: Are you worrying about a chick instead of:

Lifting Making Money (takes a lot of time to do) Learning new useful skills sourcing new
plates(self explanatory)

You know very well What the Fuck I mean when I say wasting time. Don't pull that "define x"
bullshit when you know what I'm talking about.

If OP or you have 2-3 plates, would he put up with that shit from a potential place? No, he
wouldn't.

If you were paying attention (you weren't) you'd realized that he's ALREADY got one-itis
(Read and Re-Read his posts in the thread ffs)

Also YES MEN SHOULDN'T Waste time with "Fighting Feminism" Just stop giving
feminists attention and focus on making themselves better! The Feminsts WANT attention.
Jesus, I can't believe you're this stupid.

Unless you're just shilling and trying to undermine men yourself.

You look suspicious AF.

Well, that was my five minutes of time wasted on your bullshit, I'm going to the gym to Lift.
Don't respond to me again. You're a fucking idiot.

BurnoTaurus • 1 point • 13 October, 2019 02:48 PM 

At what point did I suggest he "worry" at all?

If you can recognize a womans bullshit, address it immediately and do so in a way that
says to her "hey bitch, I see what youre doing, Ive seen it before, and if you try that shit
with me, its not gonna work"

Helps pull the bitch out of her rampant neoliberal consumerist mindset for a moment. I
suppose you advocate for tentative, walking on eggshell style relationships where you just
avoid all conflict, and have sex with the woman up until the time she becomes too needy
and clingy and then you let her break like all other plates...

Whats the real time waster? An endless string of relationships that are destined to go
nowhere because your model castrates all relationships from the start.

When a bitch pulls some nuclear shit, you call her out on it that instant. Make a scene,
make a bigger scene than the one she was prepared to make, be ready to out crazy the
bitch. Do this, and she realizes that you're in charge.

Who do you think is really doing the worrying? the guy who is self censoring and trying to
avoid conflict all the time? Or the guy who embraces conflict so readily, that the people
around him turn into the former, the people around him become the self censorers who
know that you will assert your dominance if they try to ply petty shit.

I suppose im just a fucking idiot though so what do I know?

sumethreuaweiei • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 10:33 PM 

to love me is to accept me at my worst
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Why is this a bad thing? Wouldn’t everyone be happy with someone who stuck around during your low
points, or if someone was with you on your ‘journey’ from beta to alpha?

BurnoTaurus • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 11:00 PM 

Because youre cherry picking one quote out of the context of what Ive already explained, and reworking
it into an untenable fantasy.

What you speak of is a mommy. A female who loves and supports you unconditionally. And in this case
is the chief desire of the male inverse of the mega cunt adhd retard entitlement female I describe.

When a woman says "love me at my worst" she takes it to such extremes as fat acceptance.

When a man says "love me at my worst" he takes it to such extremes as "love me for being a pathetic
neckbeared faggot"

But sure, everyone would certainly be happy with the misery that results from such enablement. If people
just love you regardless of whether you're at alow point or a high, then wtf defines a low or a high point
for you? If you have people who love you, is it really a low point? Seriously I'd like to see you address
this. How the fuck do you suggest people be able to understand the consequences of their actions and act
accordingly, if we strive for a world wherien action is inconsequential? that is what you're describing

sumethreuaweiei • 1 point • 29 October, 2019 08:55 PM 

If people just love you regardless of whether you're at alow point or a high, then wtf defines a low
or a high point for you?

because you trust that I know the difference if I'm making reasonable strides and not just a
neckbeard/stoner.

Let's say I'm a uni student going to decent school with 25% – 33% acceptance rate. I'm making B+ to
A- grades, my nutrition is pretty good, but I'm struggling with eating enough to gain muscle.

Let's say I'm an entrepreneur paying myself $60k – $70k after deducting all expenses, but my
business is stalling.

Let's say I'm working an engineering job, but my social circle is suffering because I don't go out
much.

Or maybe not even material. Let's say I occasionally mentally zone out or start ruminating because
I'm thinking about my childhood suffering that came with poverty, religious extremism, or a broken
household.

I would really appreciate someone who would be patient during these moments, who wouldn't bitch
you out or leave you because you're stalling or you're imperfect. Sometimes I need a day to think
about all the shitty things I went through, and remember to not allow my suffering to be an excuse to
cause suffering. Worrying about whether people see me be a beta male just adds to the difficulty.

define a low or a high point for you

Stagnation vs. progress

How the fuck do you suggest people be able to understand the consequences of their actions and
act accordingly, if we strive for a world wherien action is inconsequential?

Interesting thought experiment, especially considering my polisci background. I would need to think
about it before getting a proper response back to you, but here are my initial thoughts:

I would argue that the prerequisite is that everyone has the correct information to make the right
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decisions in the first place. If I'm a fatass, but I don't know that fitness is within my capabilities, I
can't really be blamed.

One of the reasons why I think we should've made a basic "guide to life" a long time ago for young
people, introducting them to fitness, philosophy, and career stuff.

BurnoTaurus • 1 point • 30 October, 2019 04:00 AM 

All the things you describe as "low points" are expected hiccups that you deal with as part of your
undertakings. Business isnt always going to be stellar, if you arent eating enough to gain muscle
then you need to eat more

"lets say I randomly zone out because im a pussy" ok so lets say someone is attacking you on the
street and you randomly zone out because of abuse you suffered or mental trauma or whatever
you're on about...

"I would really appreciate someone who wouldnt bitch you out"

and I would really appreciate it if my shit smelled like blueberry muffins.

the point of that statement is that wishing for something to appear in reality, or rather, having an
idea of the sort of existance you want to have, is only the starting point.

One time I was predrilling a hole in a piece of wood, assisting a friend with a project. His retarded
girlfriend came in and screamed, literally shrieked, that "THAT PIECE OF WOOD ISNT
STRAIGHT!". congratulations, rather than taking a moment to give me the benefit of the doubt,
youve assumed that you have a functional understanding of a process that you have only just
stumbled upon The board underneath was scrap wood that I used to prevent the drillbit from
going into my friends floor.

The point of this story here is that you have to actively engage in the shaping of the behaviours of
the people you have relationships with. You have to be willing to make people understand that
they are retarded. and if you cannot, then you must be willing to accept that some people arent
worth your time and effort, they cannot be helped and will only weigh you down.

sumethreuaweiei • 1 point • 31 October, 2019 04:02 AM 

getting beat the fuck out of is different than zoning out. I train BJJ casually and prep for
encounters. but when I’m at home or listening/reading psychology, I think about my own shit
and live in my head for a little while.

how do you suggest reforming behaviors?

BurnoTaurus • 1 point • 4 November, 2019 03:45 AM 

then you're too retarded to see you're worrying about shit that doesnt fucking matter. You
cant say "I zone out sometimes Im worried abiut that being a thing" and then say "oh well
if the situation calls for it obviously im not gonna zone out"

congrats for getting all sweaty and shirtless with other guys in unrealistic fight scenarios.
Ive never seen a ground and pound occur in a street fight ever.

anyways when it comes to reforming behaviours the best approach is usually to
disincentivize that behaviour

FereallyRed • 8 points • 12 October, 2019 05:55 PM* 

I had a plate that called me out on a neg on date one. She'd read "The Game" by Strauss and was aware of the
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techniques, she called them "player moves".

I just played dumb, claiming I knew nothing, had read no books, and if she tasted player then it was 100%
natural.

The point is they're reading shit that is designed for men, so she'll never grasp the intricacies. Like all the
outraged women that find their way here just to give their misguided opinion that trp is just a missoggyynessst
site.

It's not, and nobody cares enough about you to try change your erroneous perspective.

Never let them see how the sausage is made.

red_philosopher • 12 points • 12 October, 2019 01:21 PM 

My LTR is RP aware, and she's great.

She also doesn't pull shit like try to give guys blue balls and waste my time.

Bring it up in conversation indirectly, and see what she thinks. If she's chill, she'll back up TRP and openly say
it's true. If she's full of shit, you'll know.

You could also leverage preselection to make her regret her bullshit. Though as an HB8 she's got plenty of
thirsty men to play with. It can be fun playing the power game.

I shared a comment with her last night about how a guy really should have just escalated hard when his girl was
playing hot/cold and given her the D. She said, "If I'm every really annoying, take me into the back and fuck
my.brains out." I said, "No. Because then you'll try to be annoying all the time." She pouted and said "Damnit."

LoL. So being TRP aware isn't a bad thing, you just need to find out if she's worth the trouble or not.

PizzaAndProtein • 3 points • 12 October, 2019 06:51 PM 

"If I'm every really annoying, take me into the back and fuck my.brains out." I said, "No. Because then
you'll try to be annoying all the time." She pouted and said "Damnit."

This is so funny to read if you're aware of those kinds of BDSM dynamics (Brat / Dominant).

red_philosopher • 2 points • 14 October, 2019 02:22 AM 

She's a Brat for sure. :) She tries hard.

if_i_could_trade 1 points 12 October, 2019 03:11 PM* [recovered]  

She sounds interesting.

Too little info to say whether you should date/sleep with/be friends with/etc. but at the very least it sounds like
you could get some interesting conversations out of it.

I'm a pretty big advocate of pursuing interesting conversation where you can get it (really good conversation is a
lot rarer than good sex, in my experience), so why not keep hanging out?

13doubleo 1 points 12 October, 2019 03:30 PM [recovered]  

just spoke to my colleague who we met through, edited some more info into the post... she's definitely
interesting but also batshit crazy. Is conversation here worth it?

red_matrix • 6 points • 12 October, 2019 04:03 PM 

Looks like she is after validation and control. Next!
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MR_SKINNYPENIS69 • 5 points • 12 October, 2019 02:53 PM 

Who cares? She missed her chance to get with you. Her loss. Next.

PhaedrusHunt • 3 points • 12 October, 2019 05:21 PM 

She might just be waiting for a man to come along and act like an actual man. Women like to have the bar
raised. Can you raise the bar? I see why you like the challenge.

Almost guaranteed she has been alpha widowed a time or two and she probably has a guy that comes and fucks
her once a month or so, despite what she told your friend. Not that it's an issue.

Women are generally better at dropping that type of situation than a man would be.

Can you deal with it? It sounds like this girl is just hoping for someone to sweep her off her feet. Don't kid
yourselves, women don't want careers unless it's fashion designer or artist or some other Martha Stewart bs

When they are career women, it's almost like they've admitted they give up.

Does she have a cat?

13doubleo 1 points 13 October, 2019 02:45 AM [recovered]  

She probably was alpha widowed around the time she 'gave up on sex' I agree with you there. But she seems
genuinely into her job, she's a mathematician for a virtual reality company. And she doesn't have a cat. She
has a pet python. She's like an entirely new ballpark of crazy

PhaedrusHunt • 1 point • 13 October, 2019 03:51 AM 

Chicks like that are actually usually pretty good for an LTR

the thing is there is usually something in their tastes and the way they dress and the way they carry
themselves that reminds me of a nerdy guy a little bit.

so it's like no matter how hot they are physically they can never be above about a 7

I mean that's my personal tastes I don't want to have a girl that I'm buddies with.

The girl you're describing reminds me of a couple of chicks I know from jiu jitsu. They actually make
pretty good girlfriends and wives but I would be tempted to go out and get some hotter ass eventually

sebastianconcept • 3 points • 12 October, 2019 05:59 PM 

Sounds like you let her frame you from the start

[deleted] • 2 points • 12 October, 2019 03:11 PM 

RP works on women who know the game. Also - you can’t be sure she actually even read the books. So all in
all, your hamstering for no reason. She likes you. Proceed as normal.

Fulp_Piction • 2 points • 12 October, 2019 05:31 PM 

Good decision. If you have to ask if she's worth the effort, she's probably not.

Sobinia • 2 points • 12 October, 2019 06:12 PM 

She isn't implementing TRP properly. If she was, she wouldn't drag you to her room and send so many mixed
signals.

13doubleo 1 points 13 October, 2019 03:15 AM [recovered]  

I don't think there's any way for a female to implement TRP properly at all...
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Sobinia • 2 points • 13 October, 2019 07:54 AM 

If you're talking about using techniques designed for males, then no, there is no way, since our biological
goals are different. A man's goal is to spread his seed amongst as many fertile females capable of birthing
and nursing babies as possible, whereas a woman's goal is finding the best possible male (both genetic-
and status- wise), that will give her a healthy child and provide enough resources for it to survive and
grow into a strong adult. Unfortunately, there aren't as many tall, strong, rich, handsome and caring men
as there are women, and therefore, females have to either share those desirable mates (which isn't the best
for societies with roughly 1:1 male/female ratios. After all, if one man has three women in such a group,
two men won't have any mating partner at all and, instead of focusing on, say, building civilization,
they'll be busy trying to get a female to reproduce with), or, if they live in a place where polygamy is
disaproved of, try to lock down a high quality man for herself.

Now, alpha males aren't stupid. They know that the top 80% of women are "fighting" over them. That all
of them will get old someday. They won't settle for one woman, because it's against their instincts,
unless:

They want to start a family in a place where polygamy is forbidden/frowned upon1.

And

They will find a woman that they'll consider a unicorn: young, beautiful, submissive, a virgin/with1.
a low n count, feminine, loyal, intelligent, emotionally mature and able to care for the house.

Therefore, if a woman wants to max out her chances of finding a desirable mate, she has to become such
a "unicorn" and know where to look for high quality men that will truly commit to her, ideally for the rest
of her life. That's how a woman can properly implement TRP and get the thing that alligns with her
instinct - a stable and fulfilling LTR/marriage with a desirable man.

Red_Pill_Brotherhood • 2 points • 12 October, 2019 08:48 PM 

Saw your edit. Yep, don't deal with her other than a polite "hello" and truly dont care about this.

drakehfh • 2 points • 13 October, 2019 09:32 AM 

Never do anything after this happens. It's clearly a power move and some bitches are really good at it.

Had the same thing happen to me sometime ago. We were getting in the cab to go to my place and out of the
blue she kisses me and tells me "I'm not coming home with you". She was expecting me to do something, I just
got into the cab and left without saying anything. Not worth it. There are a lot of women literally every-fucking-
where.

nobody_thinks 1 points 12 October, 2019 04:08 PM [recovered]  

why didn't you just ask her about it?

95% probability some guy gave it to her, she thumbed through it, was like "yeah whatever" and put it on her
shelf.

PhaedrusHunt • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 04:47 PM 

I like a challenge so

MattyAnon • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 08:10 PM 

Is it a good or a bad sign that she had these books?
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The books are unlikely to be hers.

This bitch is a minefield and a half, I'm not wasting time and energy here. I'M OUT.

Good.

That whole hot/cold power trip thing should always be an instant dealbreaker.

roughback • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 10:47 PM 

that's a pretty good way for a woman to grow her own personal army of alpha orbiters. She's really putting those
books to good use; when she does this crap to men their first instinct is to say "Challenge accepted!"

next thing you know it'll be you and a couple of her guy friends working together, pulling up her carpet in order
to expose the wood floors underneath. No, not a metaphor, really doing that free labor for her in order to "get her
in the sack!" and be thanked by "next rounds on me, guys!"

so dangerous when a woman realizes her vagina's potential and puts it to good use before the wall smashes her
into oblivion.

kellykebab • 1 point • 13 October, 2019 12:28 AM 

What a psycho. And obviously not that she would deserve it, but pulling that stunt repeatedly is a really good
way to get into a dangerous physical altercation with the wrong guy.

13doubleo 1 points 13 October, 2019 03:25 AM [recovered]  

I thought that too, but that's probably why she pulled this shit with 4 of her friends in the the living room

kellykebab • 1 point • 13 October, 2019 03:33 AM* 

Although if she's been doing this frequently, as you suggest, it seems possible there may have been times
when others weren't around. And if she keeps doing this long enough, there will definitely be times like
that in the future.

There have also been cases, tragically enough, where women were sexually assaulted or raped with
friends or roommates in nearby rooms. If someone is sufficiently intimidated or overpowered, they may
not make enough sound or commotion to attract others' concern.

Even if she never gets full-on assaulted in response to this manipulative nonsense, she's very likely to
reap some kind of negative consequences from fucking with people like this. It's just a dumb idea all
around.

And I think you've already received your answer in this thread, but I just wanted to reiterate that judging
others by what they actually do is much, much more useful than trying to do some jedi mind trick
speculative detective job on these little breadcrumb clues like a book they might own. Just think about it
like a murder trial: what's better evidence about the defendant, whether or not their blood-covered shirt
was found at the scene of the crime or some random movie they downloaded? The concrete, physical
evidence (or action) is always more relevant than some ambiguous hint at their "personality."

Schhwing • 1 point • 13 October, 2019 01:59 AM 

Before I read the edit I was going to say she was a tranny

But this is some of the scariest shit I’ve read on redpill. What an absolute headcase. She gets off on bullying and
is a control freak, she will be single for life

13doubleo 1 points 13 October, 2019 03:23 AM [recovered]  
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What's scarier is that if she's this good at manipulation, it makes me think that she'll be able to lock some
poor dude down easily because she'll just know how to play him well.

Schhwing • 2 points • 13 October, 2019 05:54 AM 

If you’re going to settle for someone like that you have some serious problems. Hot or not

Carbone • 1 point • 13 October, 2019 02:36 AM 

B00

Self-honest • 1 point • 13 October, 2019 11:25 AM 

Sounds like a fun challenge

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 03:30 PM 

After edit, she sounds like a laugh, a challenge, and a potential good friend. A real red pill woman. If you want
to play red pill at the highest level in your life, I suggest keeping her around.

red_matrix • 3 points • 12 October, 2019 04:04 PM 

Sarcasm? She’s the opposite of a Red Pill woman playing power games like this. Women want to be loved,
not consciously play Machiavellian mind games.

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 04:13 PM 

I mean, men also want to be loved, but you do what the market needs, and you might as well as enjoy
yourself in the process. I prefer a woman who reads and knows what she's doing from a red pill
perspective than a demure wall flower housewife some crackpot on the internet's imagination of the ideal
woman, who has no life experience, or worse, a wall-hit, post-CC riding wine alcoholic ex-party girl
trying to engineer her way to a marriage she doesn't want for financial access and spurred by peer
pressure and feminine competition. The part about being a red pill woman I may have thrown in there
just as a joke, but if I'm looking for a laugh and a stable relationship, platonic or otherwise, this girl
sounds way more fun than the thousands of men and women, here and everywhere else, who haven't even
read those books, don't know what they're doing, and are happy to follow rather than lead. Change the
game.

red_matrix • 4 points • 12 October, 2019 04:23 PM 

Thai girl sounds like a nightmare. Playing games like this, leading you and for “kicks”. What are you
smoking? There are way better women out there than this one. Come on dude.

[deleted] • 2 points • 12 October, 2019 04:29 PM 

Yes I'm sure there are, and always will be. I'm not saying I want to marry her or even seriously
pursue her, she sounds like a laugh and a great friend to have around though. I hope you're not
one of the near-incel/MGTOW fanatics who believes women can't be friends with men and
subscribes to a very particular version of what happiness can and should look like, based off
people on the internet telling you, instead of discovering it for yourself?

red_matrix • 0 points • 12 October, 2019 04:43 PM 

How does someone manipulating you sound like a good friend? Are you sure you read the
same thing I did?
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[deleted] • 2 points • 12 October, 2019 04:52 PM 

Until you're ready to have a straw man free conversation about this, I don't think we
should :) to answer your question, he was a guy she was playing, but she's been friends
with someone else for 13 years, and anyone who can pull that off sounds fun, in control of
themselves, and driven. The kind of friends worth having in life. Cheers.

red_matrix • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 05:01 PM* 

I thought you were referring to OP (who referred to her as a “minefield”).

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 05:06 PM 

God know what you were thinking, and god knows who cares

red_matrix • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 05:11 PM 

Nice. Enjoy the train wreck.

redhawkes • 0 points • 12 October, 2019 04:40 PM 

WTF are you talking dude? It's obvious that she's using TRP for reverse engineering the sexual dynamics
and manipulation.

It's some femme fatale wet dream, nothing RP about her, but an ego stroking damaged goods. No pussy is
worth that much hassle.

[deleted] • 3 points • 12 October, 2019 04:49 PM 

Yes, and the weird part is, the parts of the woman which come with the pussy, the mouth, the brain, the
head, the tits. There's a new wild theory out that some of that has value, that some women have value,
and bear with me here as I read off the card here, "as friends, coworkers, colleagues". If she's smart
enough to buy the book and read it (more than I can say for most guys here), and smart enough to play
your average chump,she's good in my books, sounds like a laugh

redhawkes • 0 points • 12 October, 2019 05:35 PM 

Well it looks like you haven't embraced theredpill yet dude.

Name one thing that's valuable in this trainwreck mental ilness. She ain't smart, actually the opposite
of it, dumb. It's the solipsism that makes her think that RP tenets will work on men. Like in this
situation, she's only going to repel guys.

Nice try to whitknight too, do us a favor and reread the sidebar for a year, then come back and 'give'
advice.

[deleted] • 4 points • 12 October, 2019 05:48 PM 

Oh no! A guy on the internet thinks I haven't embraced the red pill, whatever am I going to do.
He's using my internet name against me in such creative, comparative ways and can't see past his
own nose, or dick, oh no!

Please.

redhawkes • -1 points • 12 October, 2019 06:03 PM 

A guy on the internet thinks I haven't embraced the red pill

And you just proved it.
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[deleted] • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 06:13 PM 

Noooo! He just proved it! Gaaaaaa...aaaaa...ah! Gaaah!

redhawkes • 0 points • 13 October, 2019 10:11 AM 

Good bot

RP_Student • 1 point • 12 October, 2019 05:57 PM 

Ngl, those are the types of girls I fall for.

throaway69404 • 0 points • 12 October, 2019 04:16 PM 

Seems like a fun story

porkmissiles • 0 points • 13 October, 2019 02:23 AM 

After the edit I'd say it sounds like this "friend" of yours is a mate guarding orbiter trying to throw you off her
scent. I'd disregard what he says and make your own fucking decision.

The shit she reads is irrelevant. You think hypnotists can't be hypnotized?

If you want to fuck her fuck her if you don't don't. Simple.

Testinat0r • 0 points • 13 October, 2019 09:28 AM 

Wank off and cum on her pillow to show her you're the alpha male
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